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Abstract—In this research work we have developed a tool and
a program that can be used to replace the behavior of a mouse.
Our results have shown that it can be used successfully to replace
a mouse that is usually operated by hand. The system we
developed in this research can be used to help people with
quadriplegia (paralyzed) to operate a computer. In order to be
highly accessible and affordable, the tool we built should be
inexpensive and can be purchased easily. Thus we have selected
an input method using a series of LEDs and a webcam. There are
two LED used on the circuit due to the need to have two light
sources in order to replace the mouse behavior. The image
captured by the webcam is then filtered using an image
segmentation technique (thresholding). The first light source is
used as the head-tilt detector that will be used as the replacement
for the left-button and right-button of the mouse. The second
light source is used as a head-motion detector, to replace the
mouse movement. Our head movement tracking device uses two
pieces of LEDs, wires, several resistors and energy source
(battery).

prices (particularly for developing nations), the low
availability of these instruments or items, and the regulations
pertaining to the buying and selling of electronic goods across
states.
One example of a detector that recently became available is
the “Ocular Mouse” which is an eye muscle detector.
However, the tool is only available to certain communities and
it is expensive. There is also a head movement tracking device
called TrackIR that is relatively well known compared to other
tracer devices. This tool is well known for its primary function
to play games. However, such a tool that can detect head
movements can also be used to help people who suffer from
quadriplegia to operate a computer. However, similar to other
head movement tracking devices on the market, the price of
this tool is also relatively expensive and therefore
unaffordable the majority of people in developing nations,
including Indonesia.

Index Terms— head movement tracking device, image
segmentation, mouse controlling, thresholding.

A

I. INTRODUCTION

person who suffers quadriplegia is unable move his or
her arms and legs to operate a mouse and keyboard [7].
Therefore, in order for such a person to operate today’s
computers there is a need for special tools to aid that person
operating a computer.
Recently, there has been a number of special equipment
and software that has been developed to help a people who
suffer from quadriplegia to interact with a computer.
However, most of these specialized equipment and software is
difficult to obtain. The difficulty is mostly due to their high
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II. IMAGE SEGMENTATION
Thresholding is a simple method of image segmentation. A
thresholding method allows the creation of a binary image
from a gray scale image [2]. A binary image is an image in
which every pixel can have of one of two possible values. The
values that are usually chosen are the values that represent
black and white, although the values that represent other
colors can also be used.
In the binary image, a pixel color value is used as the
foreground/object color while the value of the other colors is
used as the background. The ultimate purpose of the threshold
method is to simplify the representation of the image so that
the image can be more easily analyzed.
The reason a thresholding method was chosen is to allow us
to more easily detect and differentiate between the features of
tracked objects and the background. Since the thresholding
method is a simple method, it is expected that required
computational processes will not overload the system and that
the basic specifications required for the system can be as
minimum as possible.
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III. HEAD MOVEMEN
NT TRACKING DEVICE
There are sev
veral targets that
t
are used as reference in
maaking the head
d movements trracking system
m. The goal is the
devvelopment of a system thatt has a high accessibility and
a
afffordability. Th
he factors th
hat became a benchmark of
acccessibility at th
he end of this taask were, amon
ng others:
1.

22.

3.

Cost: In order for the mo
otion tracking system
s
to be ussed
by many societies, the overall
o
cost off the componeents
b the system to
t work well must
m be reduced
d to
required by
be as miniimal as possiblle.
Componen
nt availability: The availabiliity of the required
componen
nts in an impo
ortant factor. The componeents
needed for the motion trracking system
m must be publiicly
available. This is so thaat the prospectiive users have no
difficulty in finding thee components required by the
system.
h
movemen
nt tracking systtem
Flexibilityy of use: The head
was desig
gned with the highest possiible flexibility in
mind. This can be seen from
f
the many alternative forrms
ponents that caan be used to build
b
the tracking
and comp
device. Siimilarly, the so
oftware can bee configured in
nto
many arraangements which can be mo
odified according
to the userr’s wishes.

In order for the tracking system to achieve the abo
ove
de a minimal as
a possible. One
O
tarrgets, the cost had to be mad
item
m whose cost could be reducced was the viideo input deviice.
Geenerally for thee system to tracck an object, th
he system mustt be
ablle to clearly distinguish
d
the special featurres of the objeect,
parrticularly wheen compared to
t another objject in the saame
im
mage.
L
dle grade videeo input devicees generally haave
Low and midd
poor quality of the
t captured im
mages (such ass darkness and
d a
nerally there arre settings thatt can improve the
lott of noise). Gen
quality of the cap
ptured image. However,
H
usuaally in these inp
put
ge quality is inv
versely proporttional to the leevel
devvices the imag
of images/framess that can be captured each second
s
(i.e. fraame
perr second or FP
PS) by the videeo input device. A reduction
n in
thee FPS has an impact
i
on the response timee in the detection
andd tracking of movements.
m
As
A such, in seleecting the dev
vice
wee decided on a general devicee in its class wh
hich could redu
uce
thiis impact.
IV. RELA
ATED WORK
In this projecct we developeed a head mo
ovement tracking
sysstem instead of
o an eye mo
ovement track
king system. The
T
reaason was becaause head mov
vement is easiier to detect th
han
eyee movement, particularly using
u
the low--cost and limiited
avaailable tools. Our goal waas to reduce the cost of the
devveloped system
m, to develop a system with high
h
accessibiliity,
andd to develop a system that is relatively moree practical to use.
u
E
nt tracking deviices with video
o input capabillity
Eye movemen
gennerally have a high manufaccturing cost, laarge size and less
l
praactical for usee. Figure 1 (a)) shows an ex
xample of an eye
e
moovement trackiing devices thaat used an earrly version of the
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video innput device w
where the deviices are still leess accurate.
Howeveer, even thesee tools still reqquire high-quaality camera.
The sizze of the eye m
movement traccking device iis also bulky
and noot practical. Figure 1 (b) sshows the eyee movement
trackingg device usingg the latest video inputs. Thhis tool was
developped through tthe cooperatioon of several companies,
includinng Vision S
Systems Interrnational, Elbbit systems,
Rockweell Collins, andd Helmet Integgrated Systems..

Figgure 1: Some reccent eye movem
ment tracking devvices.

The eeye movementt tracking devicce shown in Fiigure 1 (b) is
used byy pilots of com
mbat aircraft oof the United S
States in the
latest-geeneration fighhters (e.g. tthe F-35 Ligghtning II).
Howeveer, the eye m
movement trackking device w
with a video
input ddevice (even w
without the hhelmet) is still large, and
require high-cost com
mponents.
ently a new eyee tracking movvement devicee from Brazil
Recen
called ““Ocular Mousee” has been prooposed. The O
Ocular Mouse
tool waas developed during 5 yearrs by a team of Brazilian
scientistts headed by Professor Manuel Cardosoo, who is a
graduatte of Electric E
Engineering off the Federal U
University of
Rio de Janeiro (UFRJJ) [5]. The devvelopment of tthis tool was
med Paulo Feeitoza Brazil
sponsorred by the orgganization nam
Foundaation (PFF). T
The general fuunctions of thee device are
almost tthe same with those we deveeloped in this rresearch, and
the aim
m is also to help people withh paralysis quaadriplegia to
interactt easily with coomputers.
Howeever, in contraast the Ocularr Mouse does not use any
video innput device, buut instead it usees a special sennsor that can
detect eeye muscle moovements. Sensors are placedd around the
user's eyyes, with a tottal of at least ssix (6) sensors that need to
be attacched to a speciaal section the uuser's head. The sensors are
then pluugged into a tool that is capable of processing data
generateed from the eeye muscle m
movement. Thee instrument
used to obtain the daata requires a PC with an R
RS-232 serial
connecttion. The cost of the device iis about US$ 2200 and thus
may havve limited acceessibility to people in developping nations.
V. SYSTEM ARCH
HITECTURE
The bblock diagram of our main syystem is shownn in Figure 2
below. The system gets its input fr
from the head marker tool.
The heaad marker tooll used in this ssystem emits liight which is
then capptured by the vvideo input devvice.
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Light captured by the vid
deo input device is processsed
phyysically (by th
he video input sensor
s
devices) and temporarrily
stoored in the deevice in a dataa format repreesenting a digital
im
mage (such as the JPEG forrmat). To be able to produ
uce
mooving images, the
t webcam caaptures images generally seveeral
tim
mes per second
d (FPS) depend
ding on the specification of the
weebcam and the software settin
ngs allowed.
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For example,
input ddevice send daata to the outpput device. F
webcam
m data can be accessed befoore it reaches the monitor,
and souund card data can be accesssed before it reaches the
speakerrs.
The program acceesses the imagge captured byy a webcam
throughh DSPack2344 which getss the image data from
DirectS
Show [17]. (DSSPack234 in thhis research is a collection
mponents and aadditional classes which cann be used to
of comp
connectt the Delphi w
with DirectShow
w). The imagee is captured
and theen processed too obtain the reelevant information so that
m of mouse
the proogram can proovide the outpput in the form
movem
ments and actioons emulationn. In addition,, the mouse
ments and actionns emulation ccan also be useed to activate
movem
and ooperate the Windows onscreen keybboard. The
combinnation of the ooutput from thhe program annd Windows
onscreeen keyboard can then be ussed to activatee or operate
other appplications succh as the internnet browser foor surfing the
Internett.
V
VI. ENSOTRA
ACKER
In thhis research w
we named ourr system Ensootracker. As
previouusly explainedd, Ensotrackeer gets the iimage from
Window
ws DirectShow
w API. The souurce image itself is caught
by videeo input devicee in the form off a digital repreesentation of
the imaage. Figure 3 thhe programs obbtaining the orriginal image
mage that is
capturedd by a webcaam via DSPacck234. The im
caught bby visual inpuut devices usedd in Ensotrackeer systems is
distribuuted using the W
Windows DirecctShow API.

Figure 2: Block diagram of
o the main sysstem

In our system
m the video inp
put device useed has to supp
port
deo input devicce is connected
d to
Miicrosoft DirecttShow. The vid
thee operating sy
ystem through a driver. In this context the
driiver is a comp
puter program
m that essentiaally connects the
harrdware with the
t operating system [11]. Drivers conn
nect
harrdware and so
oftware throug
gh the compu
uter bus or other
com
mmunication subsystem co
onnected to the hardware. A
com
mputer bus iss a subsystem
m that transfeers data betweeen
com
mputer components insidee the computter, or betweeen
com
mputers.
D
DirectShow iss the API (A
Application Pro
ogram Interfaace)
devveloped by Microsoft
M
to peerform variouss operations with
w
meedia streams orr files. One off the functions of DirectShow
w is
to help software developers in
n variety operaations in termss of
streaming mediaa [13]. Here the API is a set of classses,
proocedures, and functions
f
of an
n operating sysstem, libraries,, or
serrvices created to help link a program with
h other prograams
[144].
M
Microsoft DirectShow caan be used
d by Windo
ows
appplications to interact
i
with and control th
he input devices
bassed on Windows media [16]]. Examples of devices inclu
ude
cam
mcorders, web
bcams, DVD Drives,
D
TV tu
uners, and analog
viddeo input devices. DirectSh
how can also be used to play
p
meedia files.
y DirectShow is
i due to its modular
m
approaach.
The flexibility
Auudio and video
o files are treeated as data streams, and the
sofftware modulees can controll the streams when the meedia

Figgure 3: Diagram of Ensotracker processes

Afterr the program rreceives the orriginal image, the image is
then seegmented bassed on the llight intensityy using the
threshollding segmenttation method. In this methood the initial
image iis turned into a grayscale iimage. Next, tthe image is
transforrmed into a bbinary image, using a threeshold value
predeterrmined by the user. In Ensotracker, the traansformation
process (grayscale andd binary imagee) is done from
m the top-left
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cooordinate to botttom-right coorrdinate of the im
mage.
E
Ensotracker receives
r
the light
l
source's position as the
proogram transforrms the graysccale image into
o a binary imaage.
Duuring the transfformation proccess, when the program findss an
objject pixel, the program takess the pixel posiition and stores it
as the first light source positio
on. After that the
t program do
oes
nott take further object pixel positions until the image thatt is
proocessed by thee program has reached a certtain distance. The
T
deffault setting requires
r
the distance to be 20 pixels do
own
(veertical). When the program had covered thee distance, if th
here
is another objectt pixel position
n, that position
n is stored as the
his process co
ontinues until the
nexxt light sourcee position. Th
im
mage acquired from the videeo input devicce is stopped or
Ennsotracker prog
gram is closed.
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be giveen to the difference in the vvalue of Y, beecause it can
lead to “division by zero” error. F
Formula 180/ppi is used to
convertt degree to raddians, because we need the vvalue of θ in
degree, but the defaault result of the arctan caalculation is
radians..

Fiigure 5: Angle C
Calculation

VIII. TESTIING
Figure 4: Head
H
Movement Tracking Devicce Ensotracker

A
After the progrram gets the fiirst light sourcee position and the
seccond, the pro
ogram can peerform the mouse
m
emulation.
Hoowever Ensotrracker cannot perform the mouse
m
emulation
whhen the light so
ource is more or
o less than two
o sources. Thiss is
beccause the progrram is designed to use two (2
2) light sourcess as
thee input (see Fiigure 4). The first
f
light sourrce is used as the
heaad-tilt angle, while
w
the seco
ond light sourcce is used as the
heaad position deetector. The reaason why the mouse emulation
cannnot be done with
w more thaan two light so
ources is becau
use
thee position and condition
c
of th
he equipment at the head marker
capptured image cannot
c
be kno
own. This is because there is
i a
possibility that the first light source
s
position
n and the seco
ond
aree not of the heaad position marrker tool, but iss instead a noisse.

VII. ANGLE CALCULATIONSS
A
As can be seen
n in Figure 5, the
t angle θ is obtained
o
from the
defflection of the first light sourrce (box 1) of the
t triangle A and
a
thee second light source (box 2)). The formula used to calcullate
thee angle θ, if th
he known valu
ues are the X and
a Y position
n of
thee box 1 and box
x 2 (X1, X2, Y1,
Y Y2) is:
θ = arctan ((X2
2-X1) / (Y2-Y1)) * 180/pi (1))
The above forrmula can lead
d to an error if we do not cheeck
nd Y of the box
x 1 and box 2. Calculations with
w
thee value of X an
thee formula abo
ove has a requirement thaat the differen
nce
bettween X and Y is at least 1. Special attenttion also needss to

The testing of thee system is doone on severaal cases: the
mouse click, Interneet browsing, aand the runniing of other
applicattions using Enssotracker.
Testin
ing the internet browsing iis started by opening the
Internett browser appllication, enteriing the URL, and clicking
on a linnk. In the testting process, tthe URL used was simply
“www.ggoogle.com” an
and the link useed was the “Abbout Google”
link.
To teest the runningg of other appliications using Ensotracker,
we testeed a notepad and a game ccalled “Smashiing”. On the
notepadd we asked usser to type the letters “ABC
CDEFGHIJ”
(using tthe on-screen keyboard). Inn smashing gam
me, the user
plays gaames similar too Arkanoid, w
which is a simpple game that
requiress user to movee a board or pllank to the righht and to the
left of tthe screen. In the game a baall bounces coontinually on
the fourr edges/sides oof the screen. The object off the game is
to prevvent the ball ffrom droppingg down the boottom of the
screen. The movablee board is locaated on the boottom of the
screen aand is controllled by the useer to prevent thhe ball from
falling bbelow the screeen. The user is able to movve the board
left or rright, and uponn hitting the board the ball boounces up the
screen aagain.
A nuumber of resspondents werre asked to pperform the
activitiees in the abovee test, providingg us with somee test results.
The resspondents werre asked to usse the Ensotraacker system
only annd were not alloowed to use eiither hands or feet in a test
run.
The results of thee test allowedd us to concluude that the
without using
system can help peoople browse thhe Internet w
either hhands or feett. Thus it cann also be conncluded that
Ensotraacker system can help peoople with quaadriplegia to
browse through the Innternet.
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The responden
nts had no diffficulty in eitheer opening a text
t
filee or playing “Smashing”
“
gaame. When try
ying notepad, the
resspondents are able to type in
i the letters “ABCDEFGH
HIJ”
witthout any prob
blems. In trying the game “S
Smashing” whiich,
thee respondents did not expeerience probleems in operating
refflective boardss on the screen
n by using the mouse pointter.
Thhus from the reesults it can bee concluded thaat the system can
c
inddeed help peo
ople to run and
a
operate other applicatio
ons
bessides the Intern
net browser, without using th
heir hands or feeet.
IX. CONCLUSION AND
A
FUTURE WORK
In addition to creating the head movementt tracking deviice,
wed that a threesholding meth
hod
in this research we also show
g method for the
cann be used as the detecting and tracking
position of the ob
bject/light. However, in ordeer for this meth
hod
s
constrain
nts that must be
to work correctlly there are some
perating enviro
onment. Notab
bly ambient light
appplied to its op
andd the backgro
ound should be
b darker than
n the object/light
beiing tracked.
g a
In this researrch, we have succeeded in implementing
devvice that can replace
r
the mou
use input using
g a head tracking
moovement devicce in an inex
xpensive way. The device has
h
strong potentialls primarily for people suffering from
owever, the resolution
r
and
d image quallity
quadriplegia. Ho
prooduced by the video input device is very strrongly influencced
thee quality of thee tracking of th
he head movem
ments and by the
moouse emulation
n.
F
For the futuree developments of our systeem, the aim iss to
devvelop more co
onvenient toolss for the users, such as smalller
ledd, better electro
onic cables, ad
djustable ear po
ositioning hand
dle,
andd others. In ad
ddition, the lig
ght positioning
g process can be
im
mproved using a more robustt algorithm thaat can handle the
noise easily and can use a larg
ger image resollution that allo
ows
nt of the mouse pointer.
forr a more refined the movemen
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